ALL INDIA SECONDARY SCHOOL EXAMINATION 2020 – RESULTS

PRESS NOTE

Sharjah Indian School has once again produced excellent results in the CBSE – AISSE (All Indian Secondary School Examinations – 10th Standard) this year recording 100% results, its quality with quantity. Out of the 623 students who appeared for the board examination, 22% students have secured 90% & above, 51% students secured 80% & above, 67% students secured 75% & above and 93% students 60% & above.

THE OVERALL SCHOOL TOPPER IS MISS VAISHNAVI VENGAYIL MADATHIL WITH 97.8%
SECOND RANK – MASTER PAVAN SAJI - 97.4%
THIRD RANK – MISS ANUPAMA SUJA RENJITH - 97.2%

Mr. Pramod Mahajan, Principal of Sharjah Indian School has congratulated all the students for their excellent performance and has given credit to the continuous, consistent and dedicated efforts of all our teachers. It is the effort of the teachers in conducting academic adoption that helped them to perform their best.

Mr. Mahajan added being a community school that admits anyone and everyone on a first come first serve basis irrespective of their marks, rankings and socio-economic status, such an achievement is always worthy to mention.

Mr. Mohammed Ameen the acting Principal of SIS, Juwaiza and Mrs. Mini Menon the Vice Principal of SIS, Ghubaiba congratulated the students on their marvelous performance and teachers for their immense and dedicated efforts in training the students.

Mr. E. P. Johnson Hon. President, Mr. M. Abudulla Mallachery Hon. General Secretary and Mr. Shaji John Hon. Acting Treasurer of the Indian Association Sharjah congratulated all the students who have been successful in this accomplishment. They have appreciated the sincere efforts and commitment of the teachers of Sharjah Indian School, who put in extra efforts to ensure that the students strive for excellence in academic performance.

Mr. E. P. Johnson Hon. President of the Indian Association Sharjah mentioned that Sharjah Indian School is owned and managed by the Indian Association Sharjah and to achieve this outstanding result for a community school is not only an achievement to the students but a service to the community.
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